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 The interpretation of experimental signals (from heavy ion reactions) by transport theories
       is often affected by model dependence.
       This weakens considerably the constraints extracted for the nuclear EoS 

              Transport Model Evaluation Project (TMEP):

Comparison of heavy-ion transport simulations

o   Started at ECT* (Trento) in 2004:
-> heavy ion collisions in the AGeV regime      E.E. Kolomeitsev et al., J.Phys. G31, S741 (2005)
    
o   New boost from 2014 onwards:
-> heavy ion collisions at 100 and 400 AMeV      J.Xu et al., PRC93, 044609 (2016)

       Nuclear dynamics under controlled conditions: box calculations 
-> collision integral          Y.Zhang et al., PRC97, 034625 (2018)
-> pion production           A.Ono et al., PRC100, 044617 (2019)
-> mean-field dynamics  M.Colonna et al., PRC104, 024603 (2021)



Box simulations: test of mean-field dynamics

 Sinusoidal perturbation:
     ρ(z,t=t0)= ρ0  + aρ sin(kz)          

    k = 2π/L,    L = 20 fmπ/L,    L = 20 fmL,    L = 2π/L,    L = 20 fm0 fm      aρ  = 0.2π/L,    L = 20 fm ρ0     

 Symmetric matter   zero temperature
• Only mean-field potential
• No surface terms
• Compressibility K = 500 MeV 

  Fermi sphere defined as a function 
      of the local density

Simulations: 
200 runs for QMD-like codes
10 runs for BUU-like codes, with NTP = 100



QMD-like
BUU-like

  ε:  single-particle energy

Ex.

Transport models:     BUU vs. QMD

Test particle method  Fluctuations



List of codes involved in the project

 9 BUU-like
     codes

 5 QMD-like 
     codes

Non-rel: non relativistic  -- rel: only relativistic kinematics – cov: full covariant formulation



Potential   
Energy     Ex:

-F = U/ zꝺU/ꝺz ꝺU/ꝺz

Energy per nucleon and gradients

RMF: Relativistic Mean Field
(RVUU, DJBUU)



 Effective interactions with 
     similar EoS may have 
     different sound velocity ! 

Landau theory of Fermi liquids:
Zero-sound velocity     frequency of 
density oscillations
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Time evolution of density profile
-----  Exact solution (Deformed Fermi Sphere – A.Ono)
- - -   LHV (BUU-Like) 100 TP
- - -   LHV  2500 TP
•   ImQMD 

Momentum distribution

BUU QMD

 The fluctuations in QMD generates more 
     damping effects
  QMD tends to approach a Boltzmann distribution



Frequency and damping of density oscillations

Strength function:

 Fluctuations act on the damping, but also 
     on the oscillation frequency

BUU with several
TP numbers

QMD: standard vs. Lattice formulation
(more  precise evaluation of the force F)

 Good agreement between BUU (1 TP)
     and QMD with Lattice



Mean-field gradients in numerical simulations

QMD

BUU

total

Gradients in QMD:

 Standard QMD:

                                                 exact

                                                 approx.

  
 strength of the many-body 
term underestimated

 Lattice formulation: 
     tuning the Gaussian width, 
     the analytical expectation
     for the mean-field gradients
     is well reproduced 

-F = U/ zꝺU/ꝺz ꝺU/ꝺz



Results of all codes: I

BUU QMD

 Good agreement: small differences between
     codes, compatible with zero-sound analysis
     (details of mean-field (or Kin.) implementation)

 Excellent agreement between QMD codes.
     ImQMD-L agrees with BUU (frequency), 
     but damping effects are larger



Results of all codes: II

Response function:

RMF«rel»
«non-rel»

 Differences between BUU codes are
     compatible with different treatment 
     of kinematics and/or mean-field
     
 QMD codes: 
      - frequency affected by less repulsive 
      many-body term 
      (can be cured with Lattice method)
      - large damping effects



 Conclusions 

 The details of the effective interaction are important to correctly describe transport dynamics
      (propagation of density fluctuations investigated here) 
  Not univocally determined by the EoS

 The presence of fluctuations induces larger damping effects (see QMD-like models)
      QMD: The width of the Gaussian packet can be tuned to give oscillation frequency compatible with BUU 
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